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Demonstratives 
 
Demonstratives allow us to say: 

 This/ these (1st position) 

 That/ those (2nd position) 

 That over there/ those over there (3rd position) 
 
Demonstratives change according to the noun class of the noun. It is helpful to know you weak and 
strong noun classes. They are as following: 
 

Weak noun classes Strong noun classes 

1/1a 2/2a 

3 5 

4 7 

6 8 

9 10 

 11 

 14 

 15 

 
I am going to explain demonstratives by separating the rule between weak and strong noun classes. 
 

Weak noun classes 
All of the demonstratives for weak noun classes begin with a “L”. First position you can do by 
remembering the ‘language equations’ which are: 
 
 
 
 

(To go over how these work see The Use of NA-) 
 
For example, let’s take amahashe from class 6 and suppose we want to say “these horses.” 
 
We instantly know that it begins with “L” as it is a weak noun class. We are look for first position so we 
can use the ‘language equations.’ 
 
So: La + amahashe = la mahashe 
 
Another example using the same logic: La + umntu + lo mntu 
 
If you know what first position then you all you need to do is learn what changes from first position 
through to third position. 
 
2nd postion for all weak noun classes can be “loo” 
 
3rd position for all weak noun classes can be “laa” 

 

la + o = lo- 
la + a = la- 
la + i = le- 
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Strong noun classes 
Strong noun classes all begin with “E” except for Classes 11, 14 and 15 which begin with “O”. All you do 
for strong noun classes is prefix the subject concord with e- (or o- if it is classes 11, 14 and 15). 
 
For example let’s take isikolo and suppose we want to say “this school.”  
 
We instantly know it begins with “E” as it is in class 7 and that is a strong noun class. We also know that 
it’s subject concord is “si.” 
 
So: E + si = Esi sikolo 
 
Note: This rule applies to classes 11, 14 and 15 except it begins with “O”. 
 
If you know what first position then you all you need to do is learn what changes from first position 
through to third position. 
 
For second position you just change the first position demonstrative’s last vowel to “O”. 
 
Eg. Esi sikolo → Eso sikolo 
 
For third position you just add “ya” to the first position demonstrative. 
 
Eg. Esi sikolo → Esiya sikolo 
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